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Ibis paper reviews the status of environmental etbics aud its applications in
environmental decision making. It is targeted towards an audience of non-profes-
sional etbicists witb a bio-etbical interest.
Ihe text starts with an historical analysis of the sejentifie background of con-
temporary environmental problems. Ihe origin of ecology in botany is discussed,
togheter witb the spread of the ecological approach to other sejentifie disciplines.
Introduction of applied ecological knowledge heganin the 1930s during a period in
which tbe appearance of contemporary environmental problems was being ack-
nowledge for the first time. The sejentifie response of this acknowlcdgement was
te establishment of environmental selence and human ecology.
The societal roots of te environmental discussion are also discussed. Attention
focusses on te roles played by tbe nature conservation, environmental, consumer
and anti-nuclear movements, popular and popularized science, the media and the
development of environmental policy and regulation.
Ibe scientific approacb and the societal background enable us to underestand
dic concept of te «environmental crisis», wbich itself provides the most important
contextual baekground to environmental ethics. This background 18 equally essen-
tial to understanding contemporary views on te fundamental issues underlying
environmental problems. lo illustrate contemporary tbinking, an analysis of Agen-
da 21 shows how environmental problems are currently seen as the result of
poverty, consumption and production patterns and demographic and decísion
making issues.
Using this environmental knowledge background as a reference, te main lines
of thinking in environmental ethics are overviewed. Ihe overview begins by loo-
king at approaches which value te environment because it is or might be of value
to man. It continues by considering approaches which are intermediate between te
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anthropocentric and deep ecological viewpoints. In particular, Leopold’s «Land
Ethic» and Singer’s «Animal Liberation» ideas are discussed.
Deep ecology is based on the idea that nature as a whole has moral value.
Reference is made to the work of the Norwegian philosopher Naees and to the more
scientifically-rooted «deep green theory» of Sylvan and Plumwood.
In addition to these different unes of theorising witbin environmental ethics, the
ethical aspects of such anchorpoints in the environmental discussion as sustainable
development and the Gaia theory, are also discussed.
Ihe next section addresses the question of wbether and to what extent etbical
components play a part in environmental decision making. Analysis of the proce-
dures used to introduce new pesticides, food additives and recombinant DNA pro-
ducts into the environment, sbows how they are too frequently based on an nnpro-
ven optimism in science and technology. Moreover, environmental questions are
increasingly asking for at least a partially ethically-based reply.
The ethical component in environmental standard establishment is an important
consideration which, however, is rarely considered and too easily abandoned when
it comes to standard maintenance.
The paper concludes by detecting an increasing potential for the ethical consi-
derations iii te wide spectrum of environmental questions which we will need to
deal with in the near future. An appropriate multidisciplinary education will be nee-
ded, which, however, will be difficult to realize in the current scientific environment
where reductionism is of such an overwhehningly dominant influence.
RESUMEN
Este artículo revisa el estado de la ética ambiental y sus aplicaciones en la
toma de decisiones ambientales. Está dirigida hacia una audiencia de especialistas
en ética no profesionales con interés en la bio-ética.
El texto comienza con un análisis histórico de los problemas ambientales con-
temporáneos. Se discute el origen de la ecología a partir de la botánica, junto con la
extensión de la aproximación ecológica a otras disciplinas. La introducción de los
conocimientos de ecología aplicada se iniciaron en la década de 1930 en una época
en que se empezaron a reconocer los problemas ambientales contemporáneos, por
primera vez. La respuesta científica a este reconocimiento fue el establecimiento de
la ciencia ambiental y la ecología humana.
Se discuten también las raíces sociales de la discusión ambiental. La atanción se
centró en el papel representado por la conservación de la naturaleza, ambiental, el
consumo y los movimientos antinucleares, la popularización de la ciencia, los
medios de comunicación y el desarrollo de políticas ambientales y su regularización.
La aproximación científica y los antecedentes sociales nos permitieron com-
prender el concepto de crisis ambiental, la cual da, en si misma, el más importante
antecedente contextual a la ¿tica ambiental. Estos antecedentes son igualmente
esenciales para comprender la visión contemporánea en los resultados fundamen-
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tales de los problemas ambientales. Para ilustrar el pensamiento contemporáneo, un
análisis de la Agencia 21 muestra cómo los problemas ambientales son vistos
como el resultado de la pobreza, consumo y estructuras de producción y problemas
demográficos.
Usando los antecedentes sobre el conocimiento ambiental como referencia, se
revisan las principales líneas sobre la ática del pensamiento medio ambiental. Esta
revisión comienza por buscar una aproximación al valor del medio ambiente porque
es, o puede ser, el valor del hombre. Continúa considerando aproximaciones que
son intermedias entre la visión antropocéntrica y el punto de vista profundamente
económico. En particular se discuten las ideas de Land Ethie de Leopold y Animal
Liberation de Singer.
El punto de vista ecológico se basa en que la naturaleza tiene un valor moral. Se
hacen referencias a los trabajos del filósofo noruego Naces y a Sylvan y Plumwood.
También se discute la teoría de Gaia.
La siguiente sección se dirige a las cuestiones de si, y en qué extensión, los-
componentes éticos juegan un papel en la toma de decisiones ambientales. Se ana-
lizan los procedimientos para introducir nuevos pesticidas, aditivos en los alimentos
y productos con modificaciones en el DNA, que muestran cómo frecuentemente se
basan en un gran optimismo sobre la ciencia y la tecnología.
El artículo concluye por detectar un incrementopotencial de las consideraciones
áticas en el ancho espectro de las cuestiones ambientales, las cuales habrá que tra-
tar en un futuro próximo. Será necesaria una educación multidisciplinar apropiada,
la cual es, sin embargo, difícil de realizar en el ambiente científico actual, donde el
reduccionismo es una influencia dominante arrolladora.
1. INTRODUCTION
Confronted by public and scientific perception of te «environmental crisis»,
there is farly general agreement among environmental philosphers that te envi-
ronment should be looked at ftom un ethical perspective. Environmental philo-
sophers agree that environmental matters are important and have not received ade-
quate attention in the past. They believe that ethics should pay a larger role in the
way we handle environmental problems. They disagree, however, about what
exactly constitutes and environmental ethic, how it is achievable, and to what
degree it is desirable to achieve it.
This paper overviews key issues in environmental ehics today. Environmental
values and actions are greatly influenced by the way Wc perceive of and understand
the environment. Ihis paper starts by describing how scientific insight into envi-
ronmental matters has changed during the last century. Besides scientific evolution,
our perception of the environment is thoroughly influenced by te actors in the envi-
ronmental discussion aud dic issues which they address. 1’hese elements (scientific
understanding, actors and issues) provide the context th the discussion of current
trends in environmental ethics.
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These trends are described in the core part of this paper where particular atten-
tion is given to the more influential theories, such as deep ecology. ‘I’he ethical
dimensions os sustainable development and the Gaia theory are also addressed.
Action and concern about environmental problems should be targeted towards
the solution of these problems. The last pan of this paper looks at environmental
policy issues wbere the ethical component is changing tbe direction of the discus-
sion. The recombinant DNA discussion is particularly interesting in tbis respect, as
are the pesticide and food additives discussions. The ethical elements in envíron-
mental standard establishment and maintenance are also discussed.
Fina¡ly the paper tries to detect future trends in the influence of etbics on the
environmental discussion.
2. ENVIRONMENT AS AN ETHICAL ELEMENT
2.1. EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM5
Ihe way we look at environmental problems has been influenced by develop-
ments in sejerice and by the changing way society treats environmental issues.
2.1.1. Ecology and environmental science
Environmental science is related to ecology. Ecology originated as a pafl of
plant biology during the 19th century. As shown in table 1, during the l9th centuy,
a series of papers were published which dealt witli concepts, ideas and tecliniques of
analysis, which we would now consider as being pan of ecology. For example, in
1843 Stephen Forbes defined plant succession aud its effect on animal habitat. He
observed changes iii plant species over time at specific locations aral realized two
important concepts: first, plants at a given location will progress over time through
several identifiable systems, successively giving way to the next, and ultimately
resulting in a stable and enduring collection of species that will no longer change in
specíes type or number; and, second, as the plant communities replace each other,
the animal living in the aren will also change (Hatcher, 1996). Another landmark in
the progress of know¡edge was set by Charles Darwin. He identified ifie environ-
ment as a force shaping plant and animal physiology ané behavior, aud postulated
the theory of competition among animais as a mechanism for enhancing species sur-
vivabbility. The most frequently cited definition of ecology also stems from this
period and it is ascribed to 1{aeekel, who iii 1866 during bis inaugural speech as
professor of Botany at the University of Jena in Germany, defined ecology as «the
study of the reciprocal relations between living organisms and their biotic and
abiotic environment».
From a scientific point of view, it is remarkable that these development origi-
nated indepently from one another. The synthesis came by the turn of the century,
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Tabla 1
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGY DURINO
THE PERIOD 1800-1890 (AFTER BREWER, 1960)
Auxhor Yearof Concept Referente
A. Von Humbolt ¡805 Plata commuuities («Oruppen geselliger Pflanzen»}l;
describes vegetation in Iherma of growh, morphology,
developnsent of Ihe composing planta, rather Ihan do





¡825 Uses dic tenas succession sad cc.mmonñy for the first




830-1870 Focuson the fundamental importance ofthedevelop-
ment of vegetation; they were dic Oral lo evidende
this phenomenon al regional leve!.
Clen,ents, 1916
F. Unger 1836 Plata disíribution in relation to the chemical cotnposi-
tion of the soil.
Brewer, 1960
A. W. Orisebach ¡838 Fornsationofvegetationunils with uniform physiolo-
gical demands; the integrated nature of plant commu
nities.
Gleson, 1939
JI. 5. Steenstrup 1832 Focos on the importance of fen-fossiles. Clements, 1916
E. Forbes 1843 Reaction and success¡on: animais can destroy Iheir
habitat so thaI it becomes useless br Iheir survival.
Forbes, 1846
1846 Geological successions. Forbes, 1846
J. Turosan 1849 Planí distr¡butions in relation to thc physical properties
ofthe sod.
Erewer, 1960
A. deGandolle 1855 Relation between temperature and dic geographical
distribution of platas; competition.
Brewer, 1960
J.C. Coeper 859 Phytogeographical system of «natural» provinces
based apon a vegetation type.
Keodeigh, 1954
C. Darwin 1859 Geolugical succesajon: competition; environmental
influence on rnorphology, physiology aud behavior of
organlsm.
Darwing. ¡859
FA. Ford 1869 Poundation of limnolugy ata spccialisation area wit-
hin biology.
Ford, 1869
E. llaeckel 1870 Detines ecology as «the total knowlcdge on Ihe coro-
plete relationships betacen organistas asid Iheir orga-
nic and inorganic envíronmenls’,
Allec cí al., 1949
Oeslier, 1959
A. E. Venil 1874 Adaptation: daily and seasonal rithms, AlIce etal,, 1949
K. MoNos 1877 Animal comniunities; biocenoses; envíronmenlal
impací oit biocenoses.
MaNos, 1877
1<. Sensper 1881 Síructoral aud functional interrelations betwecn sud
within animal coromonities.
Seniper, 1881
R. Hulí 1881, 1885 Tendency of convergence lowards climax comn,uni-
lies; developnsent of quantitative melht,ds,
Becking. 1957
y. Hensen ¡887 Qoantitative methods for Ihe síudy of plancton (sIso
Pie tenn plancton has been proposed by Hensen).
Hensen. 1887
C. 0. 1. Petersen 1 889 Quantitative study methods for dic fauna of tite sea
soil.
Brewer, 1960
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predoniinantly through te work of Warming, who was a Professorof Botany at te
University of Copehnhagen (Denmark), and of Schimper, his assistant. Both were
interested in the ecology of the dunes in the neighborhood of Copenhagen. They
published results of tlieir studies in «Plantesamfund» * 1898), whicb was soon
transíated and published in English and Russian (1902). «Plantesamfund» not only
reponed on the data of the dunes around Copenhagen, but also provided a concep-
tual framework to situate the findings of the previous century. «Plantesamfund» is
therefore often considered as the first ecological textbook. For biology, this new
ecological approach meant that one progressed from studies on a single-species
basis to te recognition of plant and animal interactions and interdependencies. The
associated evolution theory enabled scientists to understand evolution in a timefra-
me of millions of years, aud allowed them to form basic theories postulating to a
direct connection between humans and other life forms. Mythological and reil-
gious explanations for human existence became obsolete. This change of perspec-
tive proved tovery significant in the 20 th century.
The 2Oth century started witli a «period of foundation& (1902—1910) during
which the ideas for the botanists were applied firstly, by the zoologists and subse-
quently by other scientific disciplines, such as archeology and sociology. The sub-
discipline of archeology which aims to reconstruct prehistoric environments based
on pollen analysis, was founded during this period. The principal ecological socie-
ties, such as the British Ecological Society (1913) and the Eclogical Society of
America (1916), were also created at this time. Through scientific journals and con-
ferences, tese societies provided a logistical basis for the new ideas to be trans-
mitted and to proliferate.
The approach of the biologists was also of inspirational value to scintists in
other disciplines. In the 1920s, R. E. Parks and E. W. Burgess (1925) applied the
ecological theory to cities, using it to analyze and describe them in terms of inte-
ractions between society and its physical and sociological urban environment.
They described Chicago in terms of townships and laid the basis for the develop-
ment of the Chicago school. The ecological approach ths also emerged in geo-
graphy, cultural anthropology and psychology (for an overview, see e.g. Borden
1991).
Theories advance science, but until the late 1930s, te ecological discuss¡on was
largely limited to intellectual debate within universities. By that time for example,
pesticides anó fertilizers had become inexpensive and available in sufficient quan-
tities to boost agricultural production throughout te industrialized countries. More-
over, ecological knowledge was successfully used to combat malaria successfully in
Northern Italy and around Rome. although the first inications of man made envi-
ronmental disasters —--e.g. massive floods and the dust bowl in te US— were
also appearing at that time, general public perception about the new possibilities
opened up by ecological knowledge was very positive and promising.
This explains why both politicians and the general public turned to the ecolo-
gists in December 1952, to deal wit the «London Smog» problem that caused over
4000 deaths. The smog had aud had become te first recognized major human
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health disaster caused b pollution. Although ecology could have been a useful toní
to analuze and solve te pollution problem, te answer provided by te ecologists
was incomplete. It became clear that only a concerted action amongst scientists,
engineers, medical professionals aud lawyers could provide te background neces-
sary to push through the Clean Air Act, which was passed four years later. This
interdisciplinary cooperation has become a characteristic of environmental science,
as it has developed over the past four decades.
2.1.2. Societal roots
Although it is easy to show that societalñ factors have substantially contributed
to environmental problems and to perception of them, it is much more difficult to
list them in a systematic way. The following is an attempt to show that te social
impact is as important as the «autonomous» scientific developmcnt.
Nature conservation movemenit: the exact origien of te nature conservation
movement is unclear. There is no doubt tat for example, by the middle of te
l9th century, romantie painters in Paris organized actions to save parts of the
forest of Fontainebleau. Such actions were however patchy, unstmctured and rat-
her occasional. More structured and permanent active groups, such as the Nature
Trust in Great Britain and the Sierra Club in te United States, were established
by te end of te last century. They are important to this debate for a variety of
reasons:
— they promote te idea of nature as a value not only because it is important to
man, but because of its own intrinsic qualities,
— both their organizational structure and te instruments they use to reach teir
targets (e.g. ownership of terrains with ecological value) have been inspi-
rational for nature conservation groups worlwide,
— for more than a century, they have supported their activities by teir own
publications and educational campaigns targeted towards te general public.
Consumer movement: the consurner movement is a product of te American
consumption society of the 1920s. It began with the main aim of objectively infor-
ming consumers on the «best buy» of a particular product or service using techni-
cal—scientific evidence. This informative, defensive attitude was substantially
modulated and complemented during the 1950s when Ralph Nader became presi-
dent of te American Consumers Association. This lawyer from New York began to
use more offensive and preventive approaches in the consumers-producers debate.
Products below a given standard should not be sold at alí. In te case of autorities
not regulating this issue properly, te consumer movement should be responsible for
bringing cases before te court. His best known case was the «Corvair» model of
General Motors, a car Nader called «unsafe at any speed». He brought te case
before court, and succeeded in banning te car from the market.
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The court actions of Nader provided te consumer movement with an important
intemal momentum and clan. Press attention made the actions known worldwide
aud, by the second half of the 1950s consumer groups had been set up in many
industrial coantries (e.g. Beigium 1957; France 1958). ‘[he inspirational impact
Nader’ s methods had on the environmentalists aud te environmental movement are
equally important to te environmentaldiscussion.
Ami—nuclear movement te production of and eventual use of atomic bombs in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (óth and 9t August, 1945), of hydrogen bombs byte U.
5. and Russia (lst November 1952; l2th August 1953) and the resulting nuclear
arms race have had at last two major consequences on the ethical dimension of te
environmental debate:
tese weapons were the result of the work of excellent scientists, dealing, at
least initially, with purely scientific questions: splitting nuclei and nuclear
chain reactions. It was only the subsequent phase of ethical—political consi-
derations that pushed them to develop the bomb. As soon as this had hap-
pened, however. they found that they had lost control of the result. The
development of the nuclear bomb is a dramatic demonstration of te fact
that science is not value—free. ‘[bis explains wby, for example, sucb eminent
scientists as Einstein, warned President Rooseveld not to use the bomb.
Scientific opposition against the use of nuclear technology is as oíd as the
technology itself and has continued ever since.
— te dramatic situation in Hiroshima ané Nagasaki also showcd tat man had
crossed a frontier of technological development which should never have
been crossed. ‘[he theory that war was just the continuation of politics but
using «oter means» no longer made any sense. A war between countries
using atomic bombs would lead towards a complete and maybe final des-
truction of the globe and as a consequence would be senseless.
Medical doctors were concemed about the effect the «CoId War» situation
was having on te superpowers and their allies. ‘[he renewal of arsenal weapons,
that already existed in numbers capable of destroying ihe planet more than onde,
had absorbed enormous amounts of money which might have been used on health
expenditure. Moreover, underground nuclear testing continously contaminated and
interfered with the environment.
In te 1980s. a group of medical doctors who were emínent and successful in
their profession and hoped to influence their decision making patients, founded a
medical association called International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear
War (IPPNW). This association was awarded the Nobel peace prize in 1985 and
numbered at that time over 300.000 members in more than 100 countries. ‘[he
IPPNW works closely with the American Physicians Association for Social Res-
ponsability (1>5k), who have as their logo Einstein’s words, stemming from bis own
personal experience with nuclear power: «If we want to uve on this planet, we have
tochange our attitude».
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More recently the «Doctors for te Environment» were established. ‘[his is a
society which focuses on environmental health problems.
Popular and popularized science: environmental consciousness also gained
momentum with te publication of a number of books which were accessible to a
broad audience and pointed to different aspects of the environmental debate. In
1962, the American biologist Rachel Carson published «Silent Spring>». ‘[his book
describes the slow but absolute poisoning of the environment by pesticides and
DDT in particular. ‘[he title clearly suggests the core message of the content: one
day there will be a spring without life. ‘[he importance of the book had less to do
with the romantic potential of biology, but mainly with te fact that Carson clearly
formulated wide—spread latent feelings of discomfort concerning the increase of
man made chemicals in the environment.
In 1968, «‘[he Population Bomb» (Paul Ehrlich) wamed of unavoidable disas-
ter if population growth was not brought under control. ‘[he book was updated and
revísedin 1990 and published as the «Population Explosion» (Ehrlich and Ehrlich).
It links demographic issues to tose of global warming, ram forest destruction, fami-
ne, air and water pollution. It explains why overpopulation can be regarded as the
number one environmentalproblem.
‘[he first report of the Club of Rome was publishedin 1972. «Limits to Growt»
described te consequences of te natural resourcedepletion which could be expec-
ted in an economic and demographic «business as usual» scenario. It focussed on
the limited nature of natural resources. ‘[he researchers of the Sloan School of
Management in the Massachusetts Institute of Tecnology (MIT) updated their
results in 1991 (Meadows et al.). Many people considered te reports of te Club of
Rome as overly pessimitic predictions of catastrophies which had not yet occured.
However those who have read tese reports know that the core message is essen-
tially a constructive one: it is possible to bulid a situation of environmental and eco-
nomical equilibrium. if we can transcend te myopic focus on economic growth and
material welfare prevalent today.
‘[his is only a selection of influential publications. Undoubtedly they have da-
rified to the public at large that there are limits which should not be exceeded.
‘[here is a limit to the number of people this planet can host, there is a limit to te
use of (non or slowly renewable) resources an there is a limit to the spread of
pollution.
‘[he Environmental Movement: consists of te nature conservation movement
complemented more recently by a wide array of organizations involved in envi-
ronmental hygiene issues. They are structured internationally (Greenpeace, Friends
of the Earth, etc.), nationally, regionally and locally. They cover a broad spec-
trum of issues ranging from global changes to indoor pollution.
‘[he environmental movement is characterized by its organizational structure
ané thc conventions fields it addresses, and also by the mixture of instruments
environmental advisors employ, including direct action, media and lobbying.
‘[he environmental movcment is one of te leading actors in shaping publie per-
ception about environmental problems. Research has shown tat in environmental
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matters the public opinion tmsts environmental groups more than any other actors in
the ficíd, including scientists and authorities.
Media have influenced public opinion in at least two ways. Since te London
Smog (1952) there has been a long series of environmental accidents and disasters
which the media have reported on. A selected series includes te mercury poisoning
in the Bay of Minamata, Japan (1959, 1965); the oil poisoning by the Torrey Can-
yon (1967) and the Amoco Cadiz (1978) oil spill off the coast of Britanny. France;
the dioxine pollution by Hofman - La Roche in Seceso, ltaly (1976); the methyli-
socyanate release from the Monsanto plant in Bhopal. India (1984): the Bayer
(1986) and Sandoz pollution of the Rhine; the near nuclear accident at Three Mile
Island in Harrisburg, US (1979); the almost continuous leakages at the nuclear
facility of Windscale (now Sellafleld) in Great Britain (since 1983); and te nucle-
ar disaster of Chemobyl, Ukraine (1986). Table 2 provides a selected list of major
environmental accidents with letal consequences.
During the 1950s and 1960s, environment was only interesting when accidents
occured. From the 1970s on, most newspapers aud journals have reported on the
environment on a systematic, day-by-day basis in a manner increasingly compara-
ble to that in which they handie social and economic issues.
Tabla 2
MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL DISEASE «OUTBREAKS»
Accident Year Number of deaflis
and hospitalizad people
Meuse rivervalley, Belgium 1930 63 deaths
>1.000 cases
London smog, UK 1952 4.000 deaths
Itai-Itai disease, Japan 1955 200 serious cases
HCB in seeds, Turkey 1955 3.000 cases
Minamata disease, Japan 1956 200 seious cases
Lead paint poisoning. USA 1960’s 1 .000’s cases
Methylmercury in seeds. Iraq 1972 500 deaths
5.000 hospitalized
Toxic oil syndrome, Spain 1981 340 deaths
20.000 cases
Bhopal disaster, India 1985 2.000 deaths
200.000 cases
38
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Media attention sometimes senes to highlight environmental issues such as, for
example, in 1989, when Time selected the earth as (endangered) «planet of te
year». There is little doubt that te way te media handle environmental information
has influenced public perception of the environment.
Development ofenvironmental policy and regulation: although it is possible to
find regulations by authorities for environmental problems throughout human bis-
tory, contemporary environmental legislation took off after the London Smog epi-
sode of 1952. ‘[his was te direct cause for establishing the British Clean Air Act
(1957), which served as a model for similar air pollution control laws on te conti-
nent and overseas. ‘[he Clean Air Acts were also dic beginning of legislation em
environmental issues: they were followed by framework laws Qn water and later on
soil. Although tese framework laws had clear potential to improve environmental
quality, their implementation was very ad hoc. As a consequence, a large set of com-
plementary legal measures targeted towards sectors (industry, agriculture, tourism.
etc.), environmental problems (acidification, gravel or sand winning, etc.) and
ecosystems (protection of coastal ateas, dimes, landscapes, forests, nature reserves,
etc.), were also instituted. ‘[bese have been followed by te steadily growing and
equally legal arsenal of specific instruments, such as environmental impact assess-
ments, standards, environmental planning, state of the environment studies, envi-
ronmental care systems, etc... (For an overview of environmental legislation in the
E.U., see cg. Debeukelaere and Cashman, 1997 and in the US., Luneburg, 1997).
Developments in individual national states have been complemented by deve-
lopments in international environmental diplomacy.
Main developments in international environmental regimes entail:
the Montreal-London-Vienna protocols on the phase out of sorne ozone
depleting substances,
— tbe whale-protection regime,
— the trade in ivory from African elephants and the related Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES),
— the international toxic waste trade under the Basel Convention on Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Waste and their Disposal,
— the Convention on te Regulation of Antartic Mineral Resources Activities
(CRAMRA) which is an important basis for the protection of the Antartic
environment,
— thc Framework Convention on Climate Change to start acting on global
warming.
the Convention on Biological Diversity aiming at counteracting biodiversity
loss. which has been widely recognized as one of the most serious envíron-
mental threats,
— the Desertification Convention.
Each of these international environmental regimes deals with problems of far-
going impact. Moreover most of them havete potential for affecting fundamental
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economic development strategies, production technologies, and even domestic
political processes.
Both national and international developments in environmental regulation have
mírrored the evolution of environmental policy during the past decades. Where as
no departments for the environment existed in the Fifties and early Sixties, today
they are present in almost ah countries of te world.
‘[bese developments in environmental legislation and policy have brought citi-
zens into regular contact with environmental problems and effected the public’s per-
ception of environmenta] problems.
2.2. ‘[HE «EN VIRONMENTAL CRISIS» CONCERT
An important driving force behind the action pattern of these different target
groups is the concept of te «environmental crisis». ‘[he crisis idea is olten asso-
ciated with acute accidents. No doubt the radioactive disaster of Chemobyl, the
Exxon Valdez oil spill, etc... greatly contributed to act perception of the environ-
ment as acutely endangered. But perhaps more important are those types of envi-
ronmental degradation which are proceeding slowly and producing gradualeffects.
Many indicators are bad aud most of them are getting worse. By way of illustration,
consider the following daily changes:
— 44.8 km2 of rainforest destroyed,
— 27.8 kíW of land lost to encroaching deserts,
40 to 100 species made extinct,
— human population increase by a quarter of a million,
— 15 million tons of carbon dioxide added to the atmosphere.
‘[here are undoubtedly objective indicators of the environrnental crisis. and
many authors consider the negation of these facts as one of the most dangerous
aspects of the crisis. However, crisis claims, such as the following, generate
enormous controversy, particularly from industries and teir advocates in scicn-
ce and policy. «If the present growth trends in world population. industrialization,
pollution, food production, and resource consumption remain unchange. the
limits of growth of this planet wiIl be reached sometime within the next 100
years. ‘[he most probable resuil will be a sudden ami uncontrollable decline in
bot population and in industrial capacity». ‘[he main driving force behind criti-
císm is the fear that tlie «busíness as usual» seenario might be forced to change
too soon.
But such criticism is justified. Trend prediction in science is difficutt and cha-
racterized by major uncertainties. Sometimes teo much emphasis is given to details,
whicli are often proven to be untme and which could be addressed using higher
degrees of uncertainty. This does not mean that the man ¡nessage is untrue: there 18
high probability of a shaw and painful socio-economic decline it present trends in
production and consumption continue.
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2.3. FUNDAMENTAL ASPEcTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS:
TRE «ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS» CONCEPT REVISED
Although te environmeníal crisis concept of today deals with recent develop-
ments aud theories, te original concept dates backto te 1970s. At tat time, there
was still a widespread belief tat environmental problems were te (unwanted but
unavoidable) side effects of scientific and technological progress. It was understood
that environmental problems coníd be solved by technological adjustments, new
legal constraints, vigorous public protest, and a return to fundamental humanistic
moral principles. Difficult as it has been to try alí of tese things, and to succeed at
even some of them, it has now become clear that tey are not nearly enough.
This is because tIte environmental discussion has broadened in severa] ways.
The first change, has been one of scale. Environmental problems originally involved
issues localized very close to te living environment of people. Por example, te
London smog, a social housing project built on contaminated soil in ‘[he Nether-
lands and noise pollution are alí problems which occur in the direct vicinity of peo-
pie. Since ihe 1 970s, environmenta] prob]ems were discovered on greater geo-
graphic scales. Stratospheric ozone depletion and elimate changes are worldwide
problems bot in their causes aud teir effects. As shown in figure 1, a wide range
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Figure 1. Geographical scales of environmentalproblems; processes aná problems cha-
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fluvial and continental, to global. It is important to realise that the relationship
between the intrinsie properties of an environmental probleni and the mechanisms
for dealing with the problems vary according Ihe scale. For example, the larger te
scale of a problem, the greaterte «buffering capacity» of the system and te longer
it takes before consequences become obvious. Also, the larger te seale, the more
difficult it is to handle the problem and the more complex management decision
making becomes. As more and more mcteorologists refer to te global changes, tIte
question has now been put foreward on an ethical level as to whether we have the
right to experiment withIhe globe.
‘[he second way the environmental discussion broadened concerns scope.
During the 1980s, particularly, it became obvious that environmental problems
were more related to society and societal metabolism tan a scientific-technical
outlook alone could reveal. ‘[he report of te U.N. World Commission on Envi-
ronment and Development (1987) on which we comment inmore detall in section
3.7, was an important landmark in this discussion. At this stage, it is sufficient to
state that te repon analyzed tIte relationships between environmental degrada-
tion and economy on a worldwide scale. A second, more in depth analysis was of
fered by Agenda 21, the main product of te UNCED conference of 1992. Agenda
21 provides a basic framework and set of instmments to help guide the world
community in taking decisions on te goals, targets, priorities, allocation of res-
ponsibilities and resources associated with tIte environmeníal and development
issues the world currently faces. In its first section, Agenda 21 analyzes the social
and economic dimensions of contemporary environmental problems as follows:
Combating poverty: Many of te world’s environmental problems can be traced
to the poor-rich dnality. Qn the one hand there are tIte activities of the very poor
—approximately nne billion people surviving Qn less tan $1 a day— who are dxi-
ven to destroy te environment because very often they have no oter possibilities.
It is a question of sheer survival. ‘[he only hope is to improve their lot substantially.
Qn the other hand, at the other end of tIte scale there is the 1 billion rich people,
consuming between 80 and 85% of te world’s resources. They have to change their
livestyles, seale down their patterns of consumption ami tIte voracious demands tIte-
reby placed on Ihe world’s resources. In doing so, they would not only be respon-
ding to a moral imperative; tey woutd be creating room for oter, Iess affluent
nations to expand and grow.
Changing production and consumption patterns: especially tIte need to change
unsustainable patterns of production and consumption (not only in the North, but
also for te rich in poor countries), tat lead to environmental degradation, aggra-
vation of poverty and imbalances in the dcvelopmcnt of countries.
Demographic dynamics: Making clear te relationship between demography
and environmcntal quality was one of te challenges facing tose involved with the
preparation of Rio. One can summarizetIte underlying philosophy by quoting Bri-
tain’s Prince Charles when he addressed the Reconvened Meeting of the World
Commission on Environment and Development on April 22, 1992, less tItan two
monts before the UNCED conference took off: «1 do not want to add to te con-
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troversy over cause and effect with respect to te ‘[bird World’s problems. Suffice
it to say that 1 do not, in alí logic, see how any society can expect to improve its lot
when populationgrowth regularly exceeds economic growth. ‘[he factors which will
reduce population growt are, by now, easily identified: a standard of health care
that makes family planning viable, increased female literacy, reduced infant mor-
tality and access Lo clean water. Achieving them, of course, is more difficult butper-
haps two simple truths need to be addressed at every international gathering about
the environment: we will not slow down birthrate until we address poverty. And we
will not protect the environment until we address the issue of poverty and popula-
don growth in tIte same breath.»
Environment and health: Agenda 21 identifies two main dimensions to the
envxronment and health issue. On the one hand, there are the (increasing) health
risks related to exposure to contaminated water, air, soil and tood. Qn the other
hand, for tIte vast majority of the world’s population, ihere is te challenge of
meeting basic standards of environmental health. Ther will be no real improvemení
in the environment as these people experience it on a daily basis unless tese stan-
dards are met.
Human settlement: In the mid 1870s only 3% of te world’s inhabitants lived in
urban areas. By 1950, urban areas accounted for nearly 29% of tIte population. By
2025, 60% of tIte world’s anticipated 8.5 billion people are expected tobe living in
and around cities. Agenda 21 addresses te need to promote sustainable develop-
ment in the cities of the industrialized countries, which are currently causing seve-
re stress on te global ecosystem, aud in settlements in developing countries. whe-
re more raw material, energy and economie development are required in order to
overcome basic economic and social problems.
Decision rnaking: Agenda 21 argues for tIte integration of environmental factors
mio decision ,nakÁng in alí sectors and aL Ml Jevels, bat ja particular with regards tu
social and economic aspects. Environmental factors should also be integrated into
tIte law, economic instruments and national accounting.
‘[he analysis made in Agenda 21 is not unique, nor is it tIte only analysis pos-
sible. However, it clearly shows that the environmental discussion has moved far
beyond a purely scientific-technical approach. Opting for the environment increa-
singly means opting for a socio-economie organization which is framed by envi-
ronmental constrainis. As such, the environmental crisis not only has an environ-
mental quality component, bat also has a social ané economic dimension wbich is
set within a global and transgenerational frame of reference.
3. ELEMENTS OF ECOPHILOSOPHY
3.1. D~FiN¡TíoNs: ECOPHILOSOPHY, ECOSOPHY, ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
A philosopher (from «philo» —to love and «sophia»— wisdom, literally «a per-
son loving wisdom») is a knowledgeable person who aims to structure knowledge at
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a high level of abstraction. An eco-philosopher reflects on the ecological ficid of
knowledge, as defined in te previous section.
An ethic is a principIe which governs human actions. «Morals» are tIte practice of
ethics. Ethics and moral can be regarded as applied philosophy. An environmental
ethic is a principie which conceptualises appropriatc and inappropriate action towards
tIte environment. It means considering the environment as a part of the wider moral
community. As this inclusion involves practical as well as theoretical changes in
human treatment of te environment, tIte ethical principIes which underly human tre-
atmení of the environment, are both theoretical and practical. ‘[his overview of tIte
main types of environmental ethics refers both to underlying ethical principies and to
the niain practical consequences of tese (tIte morals). Comments are made about
how people’s actual behaviour corresponds to this ethical-moral background.
Ecosophy, although ethymologically linked to the aboye terms, refers to tIte
basic rationale used in «deep ecology» (see section 3.6.). As such it is limited te the
deep ecology terminology developped by Naess (¡989).
3.2. VALUES, STANDARDS ANO PRINCIPLES
When looking at íhe history of the genesis of norms and values, it quickly
emerges that absolute ethical principies, vatid for alí times and ah cultures, do not
exist. Values and norms originate from the individual and societal life of people.
Genetics, experience and education alí contribute to the creation of rules which
order society. Moreover. societies not only develop rules for individual behavior,
but also for the commons in society and these effect the very survival of societies
íhemselves. Norms and values are therefore culturally co-determined and specific to
a particular society. ‘[he individual and societal context make a value what ít Is.
Values are very important in environmental ethies. Referring to a value, nieans
asking what something is «worth» (in tIte sense of nionetary value, for example). in
this way, a particular value can be measured by asking ~<howmuch worth» that
value posseses. Another question of importance to values is ~<whatcan we do with
them 2». The questionof ~<whatwe do with ethical principIes and values in tIte envi-
ronmental discussion 2» is the subject of section 4 of this text.
It is important to realize that values exist in relation to an individual in its
societal context and to socieíy as a whole. ‘[herefore values should be considered,
for example, in relationship lo neighbours, future people, aninials ami tIte environ-
ment. It is of fundamental importance that the principIes ~<governing»our actions in
these relationships do not conflict.
3.3. MAIN TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIGS
A wide variety of options exist when it comes te taking environmental consi-
derations into account in an ethical framework. ‘[aking environtnental matters into
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account does not necessarily mean favoringthe environment. A frequently encoun-
tered attitude is tIte traditional minimization of environmental considarations in
socío-economic discussions. However, on tIte other side of tIte spectrum one finds
genuinely concerned environmental thinking. When it comes to dealing with envi-
ronmeníal issues in ethics, the range covers pro-, through neutral, to anti-environ-
ínental thinking.
According to tis background, Sylvan aud Bennett (1994) describe three main
types of environmental ethics:
a. ‘[he green ~<application»of standard etics: many applications in this context
may yield outcomes which are far from beneficial te te environment.
b. Adaptation or extension of standard ethics to accommodate environmental
causes: an example of this is the adaptation of utilitarianism to animal libe-
ration purposes.
c. New, non-standard ethics, which supersede established ethics. An example of
this type of ethics is «deep ecology>~ which is discussed in section 3.5.
‘[here are many other systems for classifying tlie variety of approaches in envi-
ronmental ethics. For the purpose of this text the aboye system is used because it
usefully classifies tIte wide array of approaches according lo tbeir leve] of com-
mitment to environmental values.
3.4. SHALLOW ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS: ANTHROPOCENTRISM (HoMocENmlsM)
AND ECOCENTRISM
lo Western philosophy, in general, humans have beco tIte onlyobjects of posi-
tive moral concern. Environmental elements such as non-human animals, plants,
forests, water, air aud landscapes were only included because they were human pro-
perty or because they were of interest to man.
~<‘[hegreat fault of alí ethics hither to has been that they believed themselves to
¡uve to deal only with tIte rehationsliips of man te man» (A. Schweitzer).
Of central importance to anthropocentrie ethical arguments is the issue tat
human well being depcnds upon the quality of tIte environment, and therefore it is
in tIte interest of humans te preserve their environmeol. The environment is seen as
a means Lo human ends and values. As these arguments clearly point towards
human interesí, they have a powerful appeal.
An eminent representative of this shallow environmental ethical approach is tIte
Australian phi]osopberand historian of ideas, John Passmore. In Be]gium, the ide-
as of Etienne Vermeersch (1994), who describes care for the environment essen-
tially as an extension of the Christian moral principIe of care for tIte neighbor, are
closely related to this approach. Others link the anthropocentric approach in envi-
ronmental ethics to the stewardship idea. ‘[his tradition sees man as a manager res-
ponsible for caring about tIte world. ‘[he shepherd metaphor (man caring for te
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world like a shepherd caring for his sheep) is frequently used. ‘[he stewardship
approach dates backto te post-Platonic philosophers of te Roman Empire and has
continued to exisí in Westem thinking ever since. Re idea tat human interest must
dominate the interest of nature has been a constant element in Western philosophy.
Re Judeo Christianic principIe, claiming that only man has been ereated to God’s
own irnage, is also essential to tIte anthropocentric approach.
Re basic manifestation of anthropocentrism in environmental ethics is that very
fewconstraints are imposed upon our treatment of te environment. Qur treatment of
the environment is only limited to the extent that it does noii interfere with tIte inte-
rests of other humans. Anthropocentric environmental ethics involves eventually a
long term (transgenerational) point of view. For these reasons it has been described as
resourcemanagement or husbandry. It leads towards shallow environmentalism.
Deep positions in environmental ethics are characterized by the rejection ot the
notion that humans and human projects alone are tIte sole items of value and that
they are always more valuable than other things in te world. Deep positions regard
the environrnent as valuable in itself. ‘[he environment has an essential value,
which is greater than that which derives from its relationship with humans.
3.5. A LAND ETHIC AND TUL ANIMAL LIRERATION MOVEMENÍ: ~NTERMEDIATE
BET’WEEN ANTHROPOCENTRIC AND DEEP APPROACHES
In antropocentrie or homocentric ethical approaches. the environment or at
least parts of it are wortIt saving because tItey wright —eventually in the long
term— be ot interest to humans. ‘[he next step, towards a deeper environmental
approach, is te leave tIte «Sok Value Assumption» behind, aud extend tIte etItical
framework: beyond te human realm.
A well known example of such an extension is te contribution of the American
forester and ecologist Aldo Leopold (1949). His «Land Ethic» is founded on two
principIes:
a. A thing is right when it tends Lo preserve te integrity, stability and beauty ot
tIte biotic community. It is wrong when it tends oterwise.
b. Re land ethie simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include
soils, water, plants and animals, or collectively the Iand.
Leopold moves te discussion forward on two fundamental fronts: he recognizes
that nature and te environment have value-in-themselves as well as or despite any
value they may have for humans. Humans are no longer tIte sole objects of moral
concern; tIte ethical community is enlarged to become the ecological community.
TIte land ethic is characterized by its simplicity and remarkable intellectual
beauty, but has far-reaching consequences. Leopold was aware of the need Lo inte-
grate enx’ironmental and economie concerns te produce a system that is sustainable
for other species as wcll as humans (Callicott, 1989).
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Conceptually related to Leopoid’ s Land Etic is Singer’ s «Animal Liberation»
approach which has become the underlying philosophy for te Australian and
worldwide animal liberation niovement. ‘[he approach depends upon te so called
«Argument for Marginal Cases», which can be explained as follows: Humans differ
from animals in having more sophisticated intellectual and emotional equipment,
but they are te same in having the capacity to suffer and enjoy. We consider that
tis latter capacity is te source of rights independent of te oter capacities; tor we
do not believe tat intellectually handicapped infants may be used just as we plea-
se, and yet they are as little, or even less possessed of tIte more sophisticated capa-
cities than many animals. Although, for the vast majority inour society, this argu-
ment seems exaggerated, it is inherently strong. It is the sort of argument that
helped to abolish slavery, secure civil rights for blacks and equal opportunities
for women.
In contrast to te dominant anthropocentric line of thinking in Westem philo-
sophy, animal liberation thinking does not use te arbitraiy criterion of rationality lo
separate animals from men. Belonging lo the human species is not enough to claim
more anO differeot (ethically underpinned) rigbts te animais. Defending tIte human
species in this context is comparable to advocating racism (Singer, 1975; Regan,
1983).
‘[he scientific background of te Animal Liberation Movement has a plethora of
roots. ‘[he main ones can be summarized as follows:
a. te influence of te liberation movement: colonialism, racism and sexism
were increasingly rejected and as a consequence traditional borderlines
Jisappeared.
b. research work produced evidence of animal intelligence.
c. te way the human spirit is a product of te functioning of te brain was gra-
dually clarified: te biological and biochemical steering elements were step-
wise elucidated. ‘[he same fundamental processes were found in man and
animals.
d. more recently genetie research has pointed to the far-reaching homology in
Ihe genetic material of man and bis nearest evolutionary partners.
e. thc «person» concept is questioned: te definition of «a person is», is a cen-
tral issue in many ethical debates, ranging from induced abortion, in vitro fer-
tilization and related fertility techoiques, Lo eutanasia.
f. environmental protection and the relationships in environmental science
have substantiated tIte holistie character of nature.
In practice, Singer’ s book is directed against the use of non-human animal spe-
cies in frequently necdless experiments to test tIte toxicity and olber characteristics of
cosmetics, cleansers, detergents and other household products. Along te same lines
he calís upen scientists tobe more critical about e.g. LD50 tests, which otten provide
veiy limited information. Re book fights against industrial aguiculture practices,
which raise chickens, pigs and cows in situations which provoke needless suffering.
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In comparison te Leopold’s Land Etic, Singer’s theery has two distinct advan-
tages:
a. Animals, particularly charismatic large ventebrates, are easier te identify
with anO thus more readily censidered fer inclusion in te moral contexí.
b. ‘[he objects of te arguments are more readily available ir most people.
‘[hese two reaseos may explain why more action is taken en te animal libera-
tion mevement tItan on te land ethic movement, although te two belong to the
same family of environmental ethic approaches.
Besides tIte animal liberation movement, which fights ter tIte interesís of ani-
mals tere are several trends in environmental ethics which promete bie-centrism
and a holistic approach to nature. ‘[he central tenel of these trends is that it is not
man aninxals or living organisms, but tIte biosphere as a whole, which deserves res-
pect. Man is an inseparable component of tus much broader vision of nature (CaId-
well, 1975; Callicett, 1986).
3.6. DEEP ECOLOGY
Deep ecology is an environmental movement founded by te Norwegian philo-
sopher Ame Naess. ‘[he core idea of this viewpoint is te postulation that humanity
is inseparable from nature. Neiter individuals nor living orgaoisms are impertant,
but it is te totality of nature which has moral value. Human actions are only valua-
ble if tey benefxt (stability, integrity. ...) the ecosystem as a whole (ecocentrism). As
a consequence it is noí possible to injure nature witeut injuning an integral pan of
ourselves. Environmental problems can only be solved by people wlio are able to
make value judgments tal go beyend narrowly conceived human concems. People
not only require an ethical system, but a way of conceiving of the world and them-
seNes in such a way that tIte intninsic value of lite and of nature is obvious. ‘[bey
need an ethical system based 00 «deep ecological principIes» (Naess. 1989).
‘[bis process of reasoning is called ecosephy (from «ecos» —heuse, place to
uve la, including lIs surroxrndings anO «sophia»— wisdorn). From Ibis reasoning,
stem nel only an ethics, but algo a pratical way of acting. ‘[hese elements have an
outspoken dynamic character, change ever time (as Naess’ ideas develop), and
are terefore difficult te sumrnarize. 1w general ene can leok jote Ibis issue by
taking off wit tIte idea that Deep Ecelogy has four levels (Figure 2). Qn the first
level, are te sources of inspiration. insight. and intuitien of te movement. ‘[hey
may be humanistie, ecosepl¡ical, Buddhisí, er eter. Intuition nicludes e.g. equal res-
pect for aH ways and ferms of life (biospheric egalitarianisrn), the refusal te ack-
nowledge that sorne life ferms (or other ecological items) have greater or lesser
intninsic value tItan others, respect fon eomplexity anO symbiesis as conditiens for
maximizing diversity, strife towards human interference lo an extent and scale far
below that presently prevailing anO the eptien ter a populatien sufficient to sustain
cultural, economic anO other activities, ami diversity. On te second level we finO
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Figure 2. TIte double pyramidical struceureofdeep ecology.
the platform which holds te whole movement together. ‘[his platform censisís of
principIes or departure formulations derived from level 1. On te tird level are
generalized hypotheses. ‘[hese are general attiíudes towards tIte environment. Re
fourth level is te level of actions. ‘[bese are specific lo each case.
Deep ecology is not a unique approach towards an ecocentrie (philosophical)
movemeol. Another example is te «Deep Green Theory» developed by Richard
Sylvan and Val Plumwood in Australia (Routley and Routley, 1980). ‘[his theory
begins with tIte rejectien of human chauvinism (the finding thaI alí standard ethics
are eharacterized by a prejudice in favor of «tings human» and againsí things
non—human»). Deep green theery stands in ideological opposition to te dominant
technocratic-industrial way. It provides a comprehensive alternative environmental
philosophy (and as such is not based en intuitions inspired by religion, as is te case
of deep ecology). Decp green theory is much more comniitted lo analytic and criti-
cal metheds aud to rational procedures tan deep ecology. Deep-green theory is more
intellectual tItan intuitive, more scientific tan emotional, more rational tan extreme
and maybe therefere currently less popular aud widespread tItan deep ecology.
3.7. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AS AN ETHICAL CONCEPT
In te early lo mid-1980s, sustainable development was emerging as te catch-
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wit increasing frequency in conferences involving NGO’s and government offi-
cials worldwide. ‘[he publication in 1987 of «Qur Common Future» te Reports et
Ihe World Commissien on Envirenment and Develepment (better known as te
Brundtland Report, after tIte Commission’s Chair. Norwegian Prime Minister Gro
Harlem Bmndtland), popularized te tenn «sustainable developrment» and gayete
new paradigm momentum, enabling it to replace te scieotific-technical dominated
visien of environmental management and policy.
Re Bmndíland Report defined sustainability as «the rearrangement of techne-
logical, scientific, environmental, economic and social resources in such a way that
te resulting Iteteregeneous system can be maintained in a state of temporal and spe-
cial equilibrium». Sustainable development (SD) was defined as development «taL
is consistent with future as well as presení oeeds» (WCED, 1987).
These definitiens clarify different aspects of sustainable develepment:
a. SD has a worldwide spaceframe.
b. SO has a transgenerational timeframe. ‘[his links the sustainability concepí
with ethical questions conceming te ~<rightsof future generations» (Susan-
ne, 1994).
c. SO is abeut needs. In general temis, it means meeting the needs of te peor,
even when this has as a consequence increased consumption, and decreasing
consumplion anO production patterns 1w industrialized ceuntries.
O. SO involves an interdisciplinary approach. In its simplest fenn it is about
matching social, economic and environmenlal requirements.
Rus «sustainable development» is not only subject of scientific research or an
anchorage for environmental polities (Porter and Brown, 1996), it also alse etical
cennotations and implications.
Pan of tIte attractiveness of SD is that actors in te environmental discussien
can hardly afford to argue against te idea. This is because it calis ter responsibility
for environmental degradation on a seale ranging from the local Lo the global.
Moreover it appeals ter solidarity between generations. Both tIte global spaceframe
and te transgenerational timeframe are important ethical aspecís of tIte SD dis-
cussion. Qn tIte oter hand, they are algo responsible for a certain degree of vague-
ness about te content of SD, enabling, for example, industry te understand different
tings by SO tan environmental organizations do.
Schutz (1996) has described other ethical dimensions ot the sustainability dis-
cnssxon:
a. Next lo ecelegical anO economic dimensions, sustainability has cultural
specifics such as customs, myths, taboos, religious beliefs, language
barriers, policies, etc. They apply te a given culture ja a particular setting
anO should he taken into account when working towards sustainability.
Any definition of sustainability has to be culturally acceptable in order for it
te be effective.
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b. When it comes to specifying SD in operational terms, the concept mighí be
interpreted along tIte lines shown in box 1. ‘[his box does net reflecí a fulí
consensus on the issue. Rather, it lists tIte issues which are mosí fre-
quently referred to in current literature. Organizing our envireninent,
«minimizing interference with ecosystems» and putting limits to desires
are ethical opíions. Sustainability should Iherefore net only be interpreted
as scientific ecemanagemení, but also as an altitude co-determined by
ethical choices.
Box 1
GUIDELINES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (SCHUTZ, 1996)
1. Safeguarding biodivertisy: Biodiversity is nota conflicting claim for resources by
nonhuman beings, but te cmx for future life. Life on Ibis planet as a network of
diverse, mutually inter-dependent forms of life. It is essential to preserve a minum of
diversity to secure the capacity to react and to develop in te future. Current esti-
mates frecuently calI for 30 percent of te planet’s liveable space to be given ever to
«nature» in te form of interconnected, undisturbed sanctuaries.
2. Living on biodiversity: Instead of shaping existing ecosystems according to te
necessities of a few crops or animals (cg. tIte Green Revolution) and, therefore, per-
manently reducing biodiversity and trying to uphold non-sustainable ecosystems,
agriculture and households sheuld try to live in self-sustaining ecosystems by using
aH the components of existing ecosystems.
3. Minimising interference with ecosystems: Existing carrying capacities need to
be respected. 1-luman-induced wasíe and flows of materials should be minimesed.
Whatever is taken out of nature should be used to the greatest extent possible. We
need to know when to stop recycling.
4. Creating and maintaiuing positive externalities: If an individual action also serves
another person or group without cosí or with very little extra cost, ihen, besides cop-
ying the interdependence of an ecological web, it would be the most efficient way to
organise human societies.
5. Organising human societies according to 1-4: Any group of human beings follo-
wing ihese points would automatically have to start organising itself first of alí iho
share as much as possible. Everybody minimises his or her interferertce with the
biosphere, not only by reducing bis or her ewn demand or using everyting lo the
greatesí extent possible, but also by transferring one’s own surplus to fulfil someone
elses needs anO stop unnecessary activities from being undertaken. Secondly,
society has to develop a social síructure thai- favours sharing, let us say trough tax
incentives, and positive erxtemalities trough institutional structures like commen
property anO co-operatives.
6. Consciously evaluating one’s needs: Desires are infinite. Everyone should ti-y to
develop a sense of te purpose of what one is doing. By tryingto look inside to see if
the consumption of certain goods or service is really adding to one’s happiness, one
may develop bis er her own yardstick enabling one to say, ~<Yhave enough».
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e. ‘[he issue of the relationship between SD anO ethics becomes difficult when
we pese the question of whether (natural, human and applied) sciences ano
etics are sufficient in themselves, in order for us te attain sustainability.
Authors are increasingly arguing tal they are nol. What seems be missing is
the defining glue between the aboye mentioned elements. Some describe iíhis
glue as legitimacy, loyalty, respect or affection. In any case, debate definitely
shows tat even by including ethics in SD, one does not close Ihe discussion
about its contení.
‘[he 511) paradigm dominated the envirenmental discussien in the late Eighties
anO Nineties. These days, a new «envirenmental security» paradigm is emerging.
‘[his view sees envíronmental degradation as related to, ter example availability of
anO accessibility te geod drinking water quality, environmental displacements anO
te increasing risk of war. Altough the unraveling of tis new concept has only just
begun, ethical considerations will be even more important in this discussion than in
that of SD.
3.8. GAlA THEORY: ETRICAL ASPECTS
‘[he Gaia theory was originally developed by the British physicist anO envi-
ronmeníal researcher, James Levelock. Since the Seventies, the theery has gained
experimental ground through ihe contributions of the American microbielegist,
Linda Margulis.
Lovelock views the planet earth, Gaia, as a living organism that optimizes
cenditions for her survival. When an organism «beneflis the environment as well as
the organism itself, then its spread will be asgisted. Eventually, the organism and the
envíronmental space associated with it, will become global in its extent. ‘[he rever-
se ís also írue: any species íhat adversely affects the environment is doomed, but life
goes on» (Lovelock, 1986).
Central to ihe Gaia theory is te idea that te earth is a self-regulating entity that
maintains the terrestrial and aímospheric conditions that make lite possible. Living
organisms, acting altogether in evolved patterns of ceoperation respond te changes
anO regulate te planetary environment in ways that ensure their ewn cellective sur-
vival. By considering the earíh alive, the Gaia theory does not mean that it is ceve-
red or occupied by lite. Gaia refers te a system of different species anO ecelogies
which constitute «the largest self-hcaling and self-regulating organism» er «total
planetary being».
As such, the Gaja theery is holistic in its appreach: it sees biota, rocks, air anO
eceans as tightly interlinked entities. ‘[he theery prometes the idea thai the planet’s
evolution should be studied as a single process anO noii as several separateprocesses
siudied in different university buildings.
‘[he Gaia theory has a wide range of iíwplications. From a theoretical point of
view, it prometes thinking en the environment in terms of ceeperation anO syner-
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gism. It is unclear these Oays whether Ihis is cemplementary or opposed lo Ihe Dar-
winian vicw et cempetitien and selection. Moreever it adds a bread scale enviren-
mental dimension te te Darwinian concept of evelution. ‘[his debate migItí lead te
a fruitful inquiry of tIte fundamentals of contemporary bielogy (Barlew anO Volk,
1992).
It alse prevides new views en ecosystem function, systems thcery anO mode-
ling. General Circulatien ModeIs (GCM’s), which are of central importance te the
global change discussion, are interesting te leok aL from tIte perspective of Gaia.
Mesí of tem simplify te biosphere te a cycling of carbon and nitregen, with no
ecelogy anO no successien, missing out alí the most important things fer Gaia. As
long as they remain incomplete, there is a fair prebability tat Iheirpredictiens will
be wrong.
It is not only on climate change issues, but also en questiens concerning the
relatien between the fermation of te earth’s crust and its living erganisins anO the
implicatiens of pellution, that Gaia offers new and often cemplementary visions te
traditional scientitic knowledge.
‘[he ethical implications of Gala are very diffcrcnt the other approaches. Tf we
leok at te world from a geo-physielogical point of view and consider our activities
as a pan of the super-organic life of Gaia, we might cheose te prefoundly recensí-
der our present habits of exploitation. We might conclude that agriculture anO
ferestry were acts of global ecocide. Weuld we mine eur liver fer nutrients 7
Weuld we raze our hair anO plant eur scalp with tomatoes 7 Leveleck says en this
«1 see the world as a living organism of which we are a pan —nol the owner, nol
the tenant, not even a passenger en that absolute metapher “spaceship Earth”».
But maybe the main ethical implicatien of Gaia is in the criticism it proveked
trem its epponents. They condemned te theory fer being theelegical —that erga-
nísms, in order te ceeperate in the tashion represented by Gaia, must semehow
know what they are striving towards er must follew predestined paths (Fairbaim,
1994). Although Lovelock has responded te this criíicism, ter example by devele-
ping a malhematical model te illustrate hew tIte uncenscious behavior of interrela-
ted lite torms ceuld regulate a natural environment, Ibis theolegical argument made
the theory suspicieus te academics. This critical attitude was alse strengthened by
the popularity et the theery among environmentalists, religicus devetees and tose
grasping te the universe. Moreever traditienal science dees nel like te metapheric
phrasing in Gaia .—the bio-cybernetic universal system, earth as a super-organism
en gee-physielogy (the bleod and nenves of the planet). Seme opponents condemned
tIte theery as ~<Sciencefer peeple who do not believe ¡o sc¡ence».
Re Gala theery has survived mere tat twenty years of criticisms. The idea tat
life has a prefound influence en the envirenment, is much closer te mainstream
thinking teday tItan it was in 1979. Even though the majonity ot scientists still
remain silent, if net suspicieus, about Gaia, the theory is a stimulus te useful dis-
cussíen en a number of fundamental scientitic issues. It resulís in envirenmental-
elbical censideratiens which can be allecated te the ececentric side of the spectrum
of ideas.
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4. APPLICATION OF ETHICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL DTSCUSSIONS
4.1. Is ThE SC1ENTIF1~? ANSwER UNSATJSFACTORY?
Environmental decision making, envinonmental management and envinonmen-
tal policy were fon many years dominated by te unpreven convictien that envi-
renmental problems (if they exist al alí) were the unavoidable side effects of scien-
titic anO technelegical pnogress. The Oiscussion was characterized by an optimisíic
visten which claimed tal Ihe undeniable advantages resulting from the scienti-
fic—technological progress in terms of weltare anO well-being, weuld be lar more
impentant than pessible negative gide effects of this pnogness. Cencems regarding
Ihe pessible risks asseciated with certain technolegies persisted, but were previ-
sionally answered with tIte argument tat science as such is neutral anO that it can
not be blamed when seme «individuals» apply scientific knewledge improperly.
When cemmentatens peinted tewards negative consequences of pregress in science
anO technelogy, the standard answer was that these preblems ceuld be resolved with
mere anO better science anO technelegy. This is tIte core reasoning of what is
knewn as «Scientific Technical Oplimism» (STO) (Vermeersch, 1988).
Today we know that te STO concept is an oversimplified mylh lo wbich
many scientists aud technelogists ascribed. Environmental díscuss¡ens cencem nel
only science anO technelogy, but alse social, criminelegical, psychelegical, eco-
nomic, pelicy anO ethical issues. TItis fences us te take sorne distance from te STO
attiíude. No ene deubts tat national thinking is preferable te irrational en less
rational appreaches, en that neliable knowledge is preferable te less or unreliable
daLa. Hewever, it does net follow frem this that alí develepments resulting frem
science and technelegy are intrinsically desirable, beneficial en goed. Scientific and
technological development are no longer viewed as ends jo themselves. Increa-
singly, as the dangens asseciated wit new technologies have come te light. new
innevations are evaluated wuth a more critical eye.
Among oters, a number of specific envirenmental facters have contributed te
Ihe mere cnitical attitude towards STO. «Thinking globally» is ene of them. ‘[bis
means thinking abeut te envirennient with a helistic anO globalizing attitude thaI
censidens dala nel only frem the basic sciences but alse from the applied anO
human scíences. Frecos sheuld noii enly be regarded as interesting chemicals tal are
easy te synthesize anO have an excellent technelegical application necerd. They
sheuld alse be seen in teir centext of te stratesphenic ozone layer deplation anO tIte
environmeníal anO health censequences they previde anO the Nerth-Seuth deve-
lepment considerations they raise. Mereover, the results of human actiens sheuld be
ferecasted, wherever pessible, anO evaluated frem a penspective which censiders the
type of complex intenactiens which might be witnessed en a long term basis anO en
a worldwide scale. The technically anO scientifically highly appreciated DDT might
alse be regarded as a ~<SilentSpring» produet in this breader context.
Besides «global thinking», the idea of «finite reseurces» has alse centributed te
critical thinking abeul STO. ‘[he Secend World War, pest-war peniod and, te seme
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extení, economic prosperity of te early Sixties, gaye raise te tIte idea of infinite
gnewth. GNP’s anO ether econemie indicalons were expected te grew yearly. ‘[he-
re were no borders te scientific anO technical progness. ‘[he unaltainable was te
only Jimit. ‘[his idea was pta into practice, for example, by massive iniponís of che-
ap oil and gas. When tis presented practical problems Ihere was nuclear energy
teneafter, tat te ultimate energy pnoblem-selven. centrollednuclear fusien. Envi-
nenmental facts anO figures cenflicí wit te habits and practices associated wit te
idea of infinite growt: te earth, tIte earth’s surface, water, fertile soil and air el
geod quality are aH limiled. Mosí energy seunces, Oefinitely te mestpopular enes
curnently in use, Ihe earth’ s minenais and biolegical neseurces are finite. Use of Ihe-
se neseurces is possible but witin objective limits centrolled by tIte envinenmental
cycles. At an incneasing number of places anO fon a steadily incneasing numben of
parametens, tIte carrying capacity of te system Itas been reached. Exeeeding tese
limits results in water shontages, allered tempenature and moisture regimes, erosion,
peventy, envinonmental displacement and, potentially even, wars.
The «global thinking» aud «finite reseurces» ideas have given nise te enviren-
mental which is of a higher degnee of cemplexity tItan te naive STO altitude.
Re appreach develeped by tIte (bielogical) ecologisís is ene more complex way of
looking at te environment. Ecologists look at nature as a system of cemplex inte-
rrelations between tIte living organisms temselves and their nen-living enviren-
ment. Applying tis paradigm te te human envirenment, te global ecosystem as a
whole is an obvious step. ‘[he questien, however, of whether such a human ecolo-
gical appreach te complexity can provide a satisfactery answen te currení envinen-
mental problems, remains as yet te be answered.
4.2. ETHICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS
4.2.1. Iníroduction of new agents ita tire environment
It is nemarkable tal a numben of envirenmental discussions leday still have reots
traceable te te STO altitude. ‘[he admission policy ente te commercial market, for
peslicides, feod additives and plants and animals medified by recornbinant DNA
technology is an indicaten of autonities continued adherence te te STO doctrine.
Envinonmental gneups anO other social aclors, such as consumer’ s and women’s
enganizations, are trying te broaden Ihe discussien. They have put a numben of
etical questiens en te agenda which should be discussed in te near future. In
Europe, allowing a particular pesticide te be solO en te market, is driven and con-
trelled by natienal and Eurepean autonities. Ris process is based upen demonstra-
Lien of te propendes anO applicability of the new cemponnd and en te relative
absence of demenstrable and testable effects en man (anO mene recently also en t
environmení). AlI risks, which are scientifically and technically testable anO quanti-
fiable, are centrelled. TIte few, minen aspects which are net yet centrollable teday,
will be brought under scientific supervision tomorrow when research progresses.
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‘[bis peint of view seems te be incneasingly incemplete. ‘[he pnoduct by preduct
admissien pelicy autematically nesults in an even increasing number of pesticides en
te markeí. Recení data indicate thaI expesure te this mix of subsíances nesults in
increased risk of bneast cancer anO fertility pneblems, a factor which is not taken inte
account when tIte admisgien of each individual pesticide is censidened. The questien
«de we neally need over600 active pesticide preducts in a few Iheusand of prepa-
rations in te EU» is ene which desenves mene altentien. The answer is enly te a
limited extení a malíer of «oíd producís» net cemplying with the up-te—date stale of
envinomnental knowledge. It is a matter of valus, cheices and tus etics. It means
censidening questiens about te limits of censumption and about «hew much is
enough ?».
‘[he same questiens apply when it comes te te regularization of feod additives
and te Ihe intreductien of new necembinant DNA —technolegy modified pro-
duets. Again, science does whatever is possible te de, buí we should also censider
Ihe question of wheter we neally need ah te feed additives anO genetically medi-
fied and patented planís and animals?
‘[he problem, hewever, seems hewever te be bneadening. Even in te recent
mad cew disease debate te British anO European autherities, once again, epted for
te STO allitude. ‘[he strategy failed, however, anO tIte result is tal tIte public lost
trust in tIte centrelling bedy. It has become more anO mere apparent tat in aH tIte-
se cases, ranging fnom pesticides aud foed additives, te genelically modificO tema-
lees aud soja, lo battery naised chickens, te fish farm shrimps anO salmen, and te
slaughter of feed cows, Ihene is incneasing demand fon a move from fasí gnewn
quantity te agricultural practices based upen respect fon planís and animals. Ris
more has been catalyzed by scientific data and unseund practices, buí is basically
Oriven by fundamental ethical choices.
4.2.2. Environmental standard establishment and maintenanc-e
Anoten area whene ethics intenfere wiíh te envirenmenlal discussien, is in the
esíablishment and maintenance of standards. Envirenmental standards were onigi-
nally meaní te protect the human health against pellutien. After te London Smeg
peried, sulphur diexide anO particulate standards were established in such a way tat
human heaith weuld be pretected in Ihe mest complete way possible.
Nitrogen oxides standards pretect againsí lung infectien and nitrale standards
aim loprevení melhylhemeglobinemia («blue baby syndreme»). Re original inten-
tion of envinenmental standards is still te same. But. especially in diese instances
where standands risked hampering «business-as-usual» activity, they wene subject lo
a wide range of medificaíions, which resulted in a less rigoreus protectien of
human healt. Sorne of tese medificatiens have interesting ethical dimensiens:
— Fon carcinegenie substances, as a rule, no safe value can be established.
Standards are thus set al tIte level where the intreduction of a new carcíne-
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gen into te envírenmení, dees notcause more tan 1 extra cancer death eut
el 1.000.000 deaths. ‘[he figure is hewever cempletely arbitnary anO inevi-
tably associated wit a moral judgement en how many deats tIte use of a
new carcinegen might cosí.
— Fon many polluianis, the ambiení concentratiens are se high tat protecting
human health weuld necessitate measures which have a significaní impact
en te way peeple live. High trepespheric ezene concentrations, in pat-
cular, are knewn te interfere wiih human lung function and te respinateny
volume of children, from a 160 ~ig/m3fon 3 hours and up. Such cencentra-iiens are regularly exceeded in te summer. Mereever te ezone condiiiens,
of sevenal cities such as Brussels, Milan, Atheos anO Mexice City, have
been shown te be causally respensible fon higher rates of meníaliiy. In spite
of tese manifesí health effecis, no effective measunes have been takcn te
combat this ferm of pellution. Minimizing can tnaffic and establishing pre-
ventive action upen ethen nitrogen anO volatile organic subsiance emitters
are pelitically unaltractive, but by nol instigating these measunes, ene is cíe-
ariy making impiicit ethical cheices against human healih and enviren-
mental quality.
— Standards fer pesticides in drinking water in te EU, are an exceptien te the
míe tat standards are based upen health cniteria. In the EU, dninking water
sheuld not contain more tan 0.1 ~g/l of any particular pesticide anO the sum
of te Oiffenent pesticides should net be higher iban 0.5 ~Jg/l.Ris neflects te
philesephical principie that an EU citizen has the nighí te drink water which
dees not centain pesticides. Re numbers coincide roughly wit laberateny
method detection limits in te 1970s, when the Directive was established.
Despite this dinective, dninking water samples fnem acress the EU, show an
increasing number of instances whene samples exceed these values. ‘[his has
net resulted in an effective pelicy te reduce pesticide input, buí generally, a
policy of exemption from ihe standard has been applied. As a míe, the regu-
lators whe previde tIte exemptien. base iheir attiiude en the argument that
health is net treatened by allewing higher cencentratiens of pesticides in
drinking water. ‘[his illustrates hew easily eihicaliy based standards are
abandened in «real life» situatiens, wherc the fundamental cheice is betwe-
en envinenmenial quality anO politicaliy unattnactive pelicy.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
‘[he Oevelepmeni of envinonmental ethics grew frem tIte cencepí of the «envi-
renmental crisis». Clearly thc envirenment is threatened in many places. Desertifi-
catien shews hew the carrying capacity of the system Itas been exceeded in many
parts of tIte earth anO the C02 anO ether greenheuse gas rises reveal a global phe-
nomenon of a dimensien and possible impact tIte earth has never experienced befe-
re. Qn the ether hand, the «crisis» element of this situatien has no real scientific
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greunding. Envirenmental pnoblems are the result of gradual changes. When they
reach criuical values, sudden effects may eccun, buí ihe global picture is ene of ste-
ady evelution. ‘[he question anises as te what extent ihe envinonmental cihical
mevement is based en psychologicai overacting. In ihis centexí, unes of thinking
such as deepgneen theeny which are mere national anO less intuitive ihan deep eco-
logy, might proeve te have a mene sound basis fon fulune envirenmental thinking.
Hesides te envinonmental crisis, the duality of antrepocentrism-ececentrism is
esscntial te an understanding of te evelutien of ideas in envirenmental ethics. No
deubí «Man» is nol the centen of the universe, tíie measure of ah íhings en ihe pur-
pose of creatien. Science shows that humans are only a part of the global environ-
mení. Accondingly, fnem an ethical poiní of view, it is a mistake te give exclusive en
arbutnany prefenential censidenation te human intenests as oppesed te ihe intenests of
ether beings er envinonmental netwerks. Neventheless, tere is an mate elemení of
anthrepecentrism in ethics. Ethics is abeut values anO inevitabiy, values are defined
by people. ‘[he cene of tIte pneblem is that human values are fnequently targeted
tewands non-human elemenís. As a censequence, anthropocenírism is frequently
undenstoed as meaning an excessive concern with humans. but net wit human
values themseives. By focussing toe much en te contradictien between aníhrepo-
centrism aud ecocentrism, ene misses tIte nuances of tese terms anO tIte discussien
mighi even be ceuntenpnoductive (I-Iayward, 1997).
Overviewing tIte impact of envirenmental ethics en envirenmental practice,
managcment and pelicy, produces a puzzling piciune:
— etics and ethical values enten the discussien al vcry limited times during te
decisien making precedune. Envirenmental decisiens are driven more by
science, technology and ecenomics iban by social anO ethical considera-
tions.
— In the nare cases whene environmental decisiens are based upen ethical
censideratiens, e.g. dninking waten standards, their maintenance is easy te
disadvecated. As a rule , heait pretectien arguments are used te defend ihe
offence of law by dninking waten cempanies and autherities.
Qn te eíhen hand, thenc seems te be an incneasing demand fon cíhical censide-
ratiens in te envinenmental discussion. ‘[he limitations of regulaíery systems uni-
quely based en the scientific-technical approach have beceme more and more
obvieus. ‘[he publie desire fon «goed» feed, «safe» dninking waten anO «hcalthy» ain
necessitates an answer which in the future will alse entail ethical Oecisiens.
Heweven, the nature of envirenmental preblems is alse changing. Lack of envi-
renmental security is at ihe noei of the problems of insufficient dninking water anO
seil enosien. ‘[hese preblems have lead te an increasing amouní et aneas characte-
rized by agnicultural yield declines, reducted incomes anO high leveis of mignation.
‘[his has created a climate conducive te te creation of wars, essentiaily causeO by
envírenmental degnadatien. Re peeple of Rwanda are tnapped in a regime anO envi-
nonmental situatien which has OrNen them eut of thein ceuntny, te seek refuge lo
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neighbouning ceuntries which barely allew tem te enier. These contexts of envi-
reninental entrapnxent and insecurity will mest probably increase tIte urgences fon
ethical reflections en ihese situaíions and ethical centnibutions tewards tein solu-
tion.
In this changing envirenmental pictune, ihe scientific cemmunity Itas a specific
nespensibility. Specializatien and neductienism eníail te risk that scientists pay
insufficient attcntien te ihe consequences emenging fnom nesearch in related fields
of knowledge. ‘[bis risk is ineneased by te fear of loesing authonity when ene
expresses ideas in a fleid eutside enes ewn specialisatien. ‘[Itis «sea urchin syn-
dreme» can only be evenceme when scientists are trained in a way tat produces
prefessienal, broaden humanisíic tinking, which values and nespects life and ihe
well being of tIte ecosystem. Appropriate educational appreaches should be deve-
lopped te this enO, whicb are charactenized by:
— multi- and intendisciplinarity
— tIte interpnetatien of exisiing infenmatien, rather tItan te accumuiatien of
scientific data
widening of tIte scientific fleld, e.g. by linking scientific with cultural
aspects
— encouraging abstract thinking.
Re final iarget of te educatienal appneach sIteulO be te raise awareness of per-
sonal nespensability anO cemmiíment íewards a sustainable world in which envi-
ronmeota] quality is an integral pan.
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